Position Description
Position:
Location:
Company Information:

Roustabout
Carrollton, OH and surrounding areas
Stonebridge Oilfield Services is an Ohio-based firm experienced at providing solutions to energy
companies exploring the Utica Shale. Our goal is to always respond quickly to any rig need and
perform our work safely and responsibly while keeping high-quality performance top of mind.

Position Summary:

The Roustabout position is responsible for supporting oilfield operations. The position is diverse
and job duties may vary on a daily basis. The Roustabout may be required to work with hand tools,
power tools and heavy equipment. Roustabouts may be required to work in all types of inclement
and/or extreme weather conditions.

Position Profile

Duties include, but are not limited to:
 Adhere to safe work policies and procedures and maintain constant safety awareness while
working in potentially hazardous environments
 Operate high pressure power washing equipment
 Operate mobile equipment such as forklift, loader and various heavy equipment
 Perform general labor work using various hand and power tools
 Dig pits and lines
 Mix concrete, set forms and pour concrete into forms
 Bolt steel together
 Connect tanks and flow lines using wrenches
 Unscrew or tighten pipe
 Perform activities, such as general clean-up, painting, etc.
This individual will perform a variety of additional duties as assigned.

Candidate Profile
Attributes and
Characteristics:

The successful candidate will demonstrate the following:

Experience/Education:

The successful candidate will demonstrate the following experience/education:








Strong work ethic and willingness to perform heavy physical labor in all weather conditions
Clear understanding of how oilfield works
Ability to follow instructions
Proficient reading, writing and math skills
Good mechanical aptitude
Common sense

Minimum Qualifications:
 High school diploma or G.E.D
 Experience working as a laborer, including proficiency with all types of tools and equipment
 Ability to lift up to 75 pounds
 Valid driving license and clean driving record
 Must pass pre-employment substance screening as well as background check
Preferred Qualifications
 CDL, forklift and heavy equipment experience a plus
 Roustabout or other directly related oilfield experience strongly preferred

